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null hypotheses. The drawback of the FK method, as compared to the BCC method, is that the time series is first split into $K$ blocks. This means that within each block, the method re-
estimates the parameters ($a$ and $b$). As seen in Theorem \[thm:FK\_asym\], this may result in extra variance for $t_{k}$, if a time block is long. However, in the case of a short time
block, $t_k$ can also deviate from its true value (but not the true asymptotic one, which is independent of $t_k$). Further Extensions ------------------ Several extensions of the fk-BIC
estimator can be envisaged in a similar fashion. The two main ones are the following. First, if the signal does not have a constant mean, the constant in the bias of the BCC estimator
should depend on the block length $K$, and thus the bias can be even larger. Second, the BCC can be replaced by a different block size selection method that is sensitive to the
autocorrelation structure of $Y_{n}$. This is the subject of current work. As was shown in Theorem \[thm:BCC\_K\_exact\], choosing the optimal $K$ directly affects the FK estimator,
however, to the best of our knowledge, there is no similar theorem for the true asymptotic normality of $Y_k$. Therefore, the FK estimator is computationally challenging for short time
series. We expect that the method of Section \[sec:asym\] will improve the computational efficiency of the method. Finally, the FK method, as well as other frequentist block size
selection methods, make use of the block averages $Y_{nk}$ to estimate the unknown underlying mean value of the signal $Y_k$. The autocorrelation structure of the signal is reflected
in
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